Q1 Please comment on TA effectiveness and how it could be improved

- She was such a wonderful TA! She was able to clarify all of our many and overwhelming questions and helped our group when we needed ideas for things like literature and concepts to look out for. Also, incredibly kind and patient. She was great!!

- Kaytee was amazing. She was a great help to our group, her office hours were very productive and her feedback on our project was greatly appreciated.

- Did not get to interact

- She's the best and most involved TA. Helped our group every step of the way and only wanted us to succeed.

- did not have that TA

- Kaytee was extremely helpful in guiding our project - we met as a group with her several times. Her input and advice was both valuable and reassuring when we thought we might not be on the right track.

- The TA was very helpful in guiding my group through our group project.

- Kate helped to clarify course material and assignments in a very thoughtful and caring way. Her assistance was crucial to my understanding of and success in this course.

- I did not have the chance to interact with this TA, though I did not reach out to her at any point.

- Kaytee was amazing! SO helpful.

- Kaytee has been a terrific TA. She is very responsive whenever we have any questions and has been very clear at explaining things to us. Moreover, she was fantastic at explaining difficult concepts during the midterm review session.